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Security Patrol System with event logging and asset tagging
It’s never been easier to monitor the effectiveness of your security patrols.
Provide all the information needed to increase security guard accountability,
improve security protocols and log all site patrols historically to establish a
timeline against any established breach.
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A simple effective solution ideal for all locations but particularly large
manufacturing sites, offices, hotels and any premises where good security is
paramount.
The electronic wand carried by your security personnel is small and lightweight
and can be attached to a belt, set of keys or placed in a pocket. It can hold up to
7,200 records however we recommend downloading after each patrol.

How it Works?
Your guards will visit specific locations where wall chips have been strategically placed
around your premises and by tapping the handheld reader to each chip to log the date
and time, before continuing to the next location. You can have as many wall chips as
required (extra chips available on request). You (optionally) can also setup the Event
Wallet, which holds several chips with pre-programmable events such as broken
window, door ajar and so on. Should the guard be unfortunate enough to encounter an
event, it can be recorded there and then. Once the route is complete the guard returns
to the office to upload the data to the on-premise software application.

Summary

What’s included
Data collection unit and carry
pouch
Control logging software
Docking station
Event wallet
10 x wall points & holders

An out the box package
including everything you need to improve tour
guard efficiency.
– Easy to setup and start
using quickly and efficiently.
– Utilise the pre-configured event
wallet to record security breaches on the spot.
– Each handheld unit can hold up to
7,200 transactions.
– The handheld unit downloads
data via the included USB dock, to the PC running
the supplied Tour Guard software.
– The handheld unit has a
small, durable stainless-steel body encased in a
rubber shell with waterproof adhesive.
Lightweight and easy to carry, pocket or attach to
a belt/key chain.
– Why not also tag important assets
such as fire extinguishers and fire doors to ensure
regular adherence to H&S procedures.

2 x guard ID tags
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